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During the past decade, browser development tools (devtools) have evolved from basic
JavaScript consoles to fully integrated development and debugging environments. It’s become
possible to alter and inspect any aspect of your web application, but few of us venture beyond
the basics.
In this guide, we’ll explore a range of features you may or may not have considered.

Chrome’s DevTools vs Other Devtools
Chrome’s DevTools are described in most cases, but alternative options are shown for
Firefox where available.

Configuring DevTools
The following tips describe how to start and set up DevTools efficiently.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Using a menu to launch DevTools wastes valuable seconds! Try one of these options instead:
F12
ctrl + shift + i
cmd + option + j
right-click any element on the page and choose Inspect or Inspect Element
Chrome provides useful keyboard shortcut assistance. From DevTools, press F1 or select
Settings from the three-dot menu at the top right. Then choose Shortcuts from the menu.
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Docking
The DevTools pane can be docked to the left, right or bottom of the browser window. If you
require more room, undock it to a separate window. Docking options are found in the main threedot menu in Chrome:

Similarly in Firefox:
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Settings
DevTool settings can be accessed from the same menu or by pressing F1. This allows you to set
options such as the tools shown, theme, tab sizes, color units and more.

Auto-start DevTools
When working on a web application, it may be practical to create a dedicated desktop shortcut to
launch your browser, open the URL and launch DevTools in a single step. For Chrome, create a
desktop icon with the following Chrome command-line options:

chrome --auto-open-devtools-for-tabs http://localhost:8000/

Here, http://localhost:8000/ is your development URL.
Similarly for Firefox:

firefox -devtools -url http://localhost:8000/

Executable Name
Note that the executable name may differ across systems.
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Go Incognito During Development
Incognito/private mode doesn’t retain data such as cookies and localStorage after the browser is
closed. The mode is ideal for testing progressive web apps (PWAs) and log-in systems.
You can start browsers in incognito mode manually or by adding --incognito to Chrome or
-private to Firefox’s command line.

Command Palette
Chrome’s DevTools offer an editor-like command palette. Press ctrl + shift + p.

It provides quick access to most functions and source files. (Hit backspace to remove the > .)

Escape to the Console
The console is useful regardless of which DevTool panel you’re using. Hit Esc to show and hide a
console window in the bottom pane.
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Styles, Colors and Images
The following tips can help manage your page styles.

Find Page Colors
Most browsers show a color picker when you click any CSS color property. Chrome also shows
the colors used in the page at the bottom of the panel.

The panel can be clicked to show further colors.

Color Contrast Accessibility
The color picker also shows the contrast ratio, which indicates the visual difference between the
foreground text and background color. Click the ratio to view how this rates against AA and AAA
accessibility standards, which ensure text can be read by most people.
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Any color below the line on the color swash will pass AA contrast recommendations.

Capture Screenshots
From Chrome’s command palette (ctrl + shift + p), type “screenshot”, then choose an option
to capture the current viewport, the whole page, or the currently-active element. The file will be
saved to the downloads folder. (Chrome 74+ also permits area capture.)
Firefox provides the Take a screenshot system which is available from most menus. In addition,
you can right-click any element in the DOM view and select Screenshot Node.

Find Unused CSS and JavaScript
Chrome’s new Coverage panel allows you to quickly locate unused code. Select Coverage from
the DevTools’ More tools submenu, then hit the record button and browse around your
application. Then click any file to open its source.
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Unused code is highlighted in red in the line number gutter.
Note that Chrome doesn’t appear to remember used/unused code when you navigate to a new
page, but I expect this will be provided in a future release.

Asset Delivery
The following tips describe how to emulate differing network conditions and manage responses.

Disable the Network Cache
Check Disable cache in the Network panel to load all files from the network. This provides a
better assessment of first-time page loads.
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Throttle Network Speed
Similarly, there’s little point testing your system on a 1gbps connection when most users access
it over 3G. The Network panel provides an Online drop-down in Chrome and a Throttling dropdown in Firefox, which allows you to emulate specific network speeds.

Chrome also provides a facility to add your own throttling profiles.

Reorder Network Responses
By default, the Network panel shows a table of requests and responses in download order.
However, any table heading can be clicked to reorder by name, status, type, size, response time,
and so on.

Filter Incomplete Requests
To discover any incomplete or unresponsive HTTP requests, access the Network panel and
enter is:running in the Filter box.

Filter by Response Size
From the Network panel, enter larger-than:S in the Filter box, where S is a size in bytes
( 1000000 ), kilobytes ( 1000k ), or megabytes ( 1M ). Responses greater than the chosen size are
shown.
To find responses which are smaller, use -larger-than:S .

Filter Third-party Content
From the Network panel, enter -domain:*.yourdomain in the Filter box, where yourdomain is
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your primary URL—such as sitepoint.com . The remaining responses show third-party requests
to CDNs, trackers, social media buttons, etc. The number of requests and payload sizes is shown
in the status bar below the table.

Block Network Requests
It’s possible to block trackers, analytics, social media widgets, or any other requests during
testing.
Right-click any HTTP request in Chrome’s Network panel and choose Block request URL to
block that URL or Block request domain to block any request to that domain. The Request
blocking panel will open, where you can add or remove further URLs or domains.

Recreate Ajax Requests
Ajax XMLHttpRequest operations can be examined by right-clicking their entry on the Network
table, then selecting a copy option such as cURL, fetch, or PowerShell. This creates a command
with identical headers, user agent, cookies, and referrers, which can be pasted into an editor or
terminal.

Enable Offline File Overrides
Chrome allows any file to be saved to your system so the browser will fetch it from the device
rather than the network. This could permit offline development if, for example, you wanted to
load or edit assets normally accessed from a CDN.
Open the Overrides panel within Sources, click + Select folder for overrides, and select an
appropriate folder.
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Now right-click any resource in the Network panel and select Save for overrides. Any
subsequent page reload will access the file from your local system rather than the Web. The
saved file can also be modified.

Examine Storage
The Application panel in Chrome and the Storage panel in Firefox allow you to examine, modify
and delete values held in cookies, cache storage, localStorage, sessionStorage, IndexedDB, and
Web SQL (where supported).
Chrome’s Clear storage panel can also wipe all values for a domain, which can be useful when
developing a progressive web app.

Performance Monitor
Chrome’s new Performance monitor can be accessed from the DevTools’ More tools menu and
provides analysis of CPU usage, JavaScript heap size, DOM nodes, event listeners, style
recalculations and more. Unlike the primary Performance panel, the charts are updated in real
time; there’s no need to record a profile first.
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Audits
Chrome’s Audits panel was originally designed to assess progressive web app functionality, but
the tool has evolved into a general-purpose tool to analyze performance, accessibility, best
practices, and SEO in both mobile and desktop views.
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It won’t catch every problem, and you may disagree with some points, but it’s a useful way to
make a quick assessment of potential issues.
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The Console

Are you only using browser devtools to view messages generated by console.log() statements
in your code? Despite some backlash, we all use console logging for quick and dirty debugging.
However, browser devtools and Node.js provide a range of console commands and features you
may not have discovered.
Most of the following commands can either be used in your application code or entered directly
in the console. Open DevTools, switch to the Console pane (or press Esc to show the console in
the lower pane) and start experimenting …

Controlling the Console
The following tips describe ways to control the console itself.

Rerun Previous Commands
Like most terminals, pressing the keyboard’s up cursor key shows the last-entered command.
Further presses of the up key scrolls back through your full command history. Use up and down
to select one and hit Enter to run again.

Get the Value of the Last Expression
The value of the last expression evaluated can be accessed by entering $_ in the console.

Persistent Console
The console automatically clears when a new page loads, which can make it difficult to debug
redirect requests or similar functionality. The log can be persisted in Chrome by clicking the cog
icon at the top right of the console and checking Preserve log.

Firefox provides a Persist Logs checkbox at the top of the console.
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Clear the Console
The console can be cleared by hitting the clear icon, second from the left at the top of the panel.

It can also be cleared programmatically using console.clear() in your application code. This
may be useful for clearing existing messages when a user interaction occurs.

DOM Elements
The following tips refer to navigating the DOM nodes defined by the HTML document.

Current Element Reference
$0 is a reference to the currently selected element in the DOM tree. You can therefore access all

its properties. For example:

$0.textContent;

$1 returns a reference to the previously selected DOM element, with $2 , $3 , and $4

supported accordingly.

Find an Element by CSS Selector
An element can be located in the DOM using $(cssSelector [, parent]) . This returns the first
match only, and is equivalent to document.querySelector() .
The $$(cssSelector [, parent]) command returns all matching elements and is equivalent to
document.querySelectorAll() .

The Console

Option for jQuery Users
If jQuery is loaded by the page, $() returns a jQuery object of all matching elements.

Find an Element by XPath
Similarly, elements can be found with XML XPath notation using $x(xpath [, parent]) .

Inspect an Element
An element can be inspected using the inspect(element) command. This shows an interactive
DOM fragment in Chrome.

In Firefox, it shows all the element’s properties.
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Reveal an Element
Any DOM element displayed in the console can be right-clicked to show a context menu. Useful
options are Reveal in Elements panel and Scroll into view.

Event Handlers
The following tips show how to find and monitor events.

Show Event Listeners
To discover all event listeners on an element, enter getEventListeners(element) in Chrome’s
console.

The Event Listeners pane in Elements also shows attached event handlers for the whole page.
Firefox does’t support getEventListeners , but it’s easier to discover events, because they’re
shown in the DOM tree. Click any event indicator for further information and direct links to the
script.

The Console

Monitor Events
Events can be monitored in Chrome using monitorEvents(element, eventType) , which displays
the event object when it occurs.

Passing the same arguments to unmonitorEvents removes the monitor.

Log Message Classifications
The following tips expand beyond the standard console.log() .

Log Multiple Values
console.log() accepts any number of arguments. There’s no need to concatenate strings. For

example:

let a = 1, b = [2], c = { three: 3 };
console.log(a, b, c);
// 1 Array [ 2 ] Object { three: 3 }

Log Warnings
console.log() is somewhat generic. An alternative is console.warn() for less essential warning

messages.

Log Errors
Similarly, console.error() can be used to highlight errors.
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Log Information
Finally, console.info() can be used for general information messages.

These are styled similarly to console.log() , but can be separated using filters or the console
sidebar.

Filter by Log Type
If your console is overrun with messages, Chrome’s console sidebar can be opened by clicking
the left-most icon. This allows messages to be filtered by type and file.

Firefox has similar filter options.

The Console

Log Formatting
As well as messages types, various logging formats are supported.

Color Logs
CSS styles can be defined in console.log() . Use %c in the message at the point where the style
is to be applied.

This text is still a standard log message, so it can’t be filtered like warn , error and info .

Log Groups
Logged messages can be separated into named groups with console.group() and
console.groupEnd() . For example:

console.group('mainloop');
for (let i = 3; i--; i > 0) console.log(i);
console.groupEnd();

This indents the group messages, and the whole group can be expanded and collapsed for easier
reading.

Use console.groupCollapsed([label]) if you’d prefer the group to be shown in its collapsed
state initially.

Log Counts
Your application can report the number of times a message has been logged using
console.count(label) and console.countReset(label) :
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console.countReset('myloop');
for (let i = 3; i--; i > 0) console.count('myloop');

The code above produces the result shown below:

Table Logs
Objects and arrays can be output using console.table(value) for easier reading:

let
obj = {
a: 1,
b: 2,
c: 3
},
arr = [
{ a: 1, b: 2, c: 3 },
{ a: 4, b: 5, c: 6 },
{ a: 7, b: 8, c: 9 }
];

console.table(obj) produces the table pictured below:

Similarly, console.table(arr) produces this:

The Console

Table headings can be clicked to order by any field.

printf-style Logs
console.log() also accepts C-style printf messages. For example:

console.log('The answer to %s is %d.', 'life, the universe and everything', 42);
// The answer to life, the universe and everything is 42.

Object Properties
A JavaScript or DOM object can have hundreds of properties, but the console makes it easy to
find the one you need.
Log Object Properties
An interactive list of properties can be displayed with console.dir(object) , where object can
be any JavaScript value or a DOM node.
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Similarly, console.dirxml(element) displays an interactive tree of any DOM or XML node.

Copy an Object
The copy(object) command copies that value to the clipboard. For example, copy($0); copies
the HTML of the currently selected DOM element and its children.

The Console

Debugging
The console provides a range of code debugging and performance optimization facilities.

Log Assertions
Test-like assertions can be made using console.assert() , which outputs a message when a
condition fails. Two syntax types are supported:

// 1. output objects when assertion fails
// console.assert(assertion, obj1 [, obj2, ..., objN]);
let i = 41;
console.assert(i === 42, 'unexpected answer', i);
'unexpected answer'// 2. C-style printf message when assertion fails
// console.assert(assertion, msg [, subst1, ..., substN]);=== 42, 'unexpected answer %d', i);
'unexpected answer %d'

Both of these produce the result shown below, although current releases of Chrome do not
correctly parse the printf message.

Log Stack Trace
The console.trace() method outputs a full stack trace of all function calls made up to that point
in your application.

Debug Functions
To debug a function in Chrome without having to manually locate it, run debug(function) in the
Console to set a breakpoint. This will halt execution whenever that function is called. For
example, debug($.ajax) sets a breakpoint for all jQuery Ajax requests.
To remove the breakpoint, use undebug(function) .

Monitor Functions
Similarly, the Chrome command monitor(function) outputs a message and all parameter values
to the console whenever that function is called. The logging can be removed with
unmonitor(function) .
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Performance Timing
The console.time(label) and console.timeEnd(label) methods permit easy timing without
having to make your own Date() calculations:

console.time('loop');
for (let i = 999999999; i--; i > 0);
console.timeEnd('loop');

The code above outputs a log entry such as that shown below.

The DOM, CSS and Animations
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In this section, we’ll explore some of the DOM, CSS and animation options available to
developers and designers. Most features are available in all browsers, but once again, Chromeand Firefox-specific tools will be the focus here.

DOM Tips
The following tips illustrate ways to find, navigate and modify DOM nodes defined by the HTML
document.

Find a DOM Element
To locate an element by string, CSS selector, or XPath notation, open the Elements panel and
press Ctrl + F or Cmd + F on macOS.

Press Enter to find the next instance or Shift + Enter to find the previous instance.

Expand and Contract DOM Tree
Elements with children have an arrow shown to the left of the tag in the Elements panel. Clicking
this arrow shows the immediate child elements, but holding down Alt and clicking expands and
contracts the whole DOM tree.

The DOM, CSS and Animations

DOM Breadcrumb Navigation
The breadcrumb trail at the bottom of the Elements panel shows the currently selected element
and all its parents.

Any item can be clicked to navigate to parent elements.

Pick Elements
The element inspector icon at the top left of the Elements panel allows you to locate an item
within the DOM by clicking it on the page.

The picker also shows useful information while hovering over the page, such as the HTML
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element, applied classes, and dimensions.

DOM Dragging
Any element can be dragged and dropped in the DOM tree to rearrange the elements. This could
be useful to check that Flexbox or Grid items behave as expected when provided in a different
order.

Locate DOM-changing Code
To find out which function is changing the DOM in Chrome, right-click any element, then choose
one of the Break on options:
subtree modifications: the element or any of its child descendants is changed
attribute modifications: the element’s attributes, such as class , are changed
node removal: the element is removed from the DOM
When the event occurs, a breakpoint is automatically activated at the line of JavaScript that
made the DOM change.
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CSS Tips
The following tips illustrate ways to discover and tweak CSS properties defined in the stylesheet.

CSS Selector Highlight
The Styles pane (or Rules in Firefox) shows CSS styles applied to the currently selected element.
Where a rule has multiple matching selectors, the one which applies to the current element is
highlighted in a different color (typically brighter when using the dark theme).

Toggle CSS Classes
The .cls icon in the Styles pane allows you to toggle existing classes or add new ones.
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Toggle Pseudo-class States
Similarly, the element’s pseudo state ( :hover , :focus , :active , :visited , etc.) can be set
without having to perform a specific action.

Expand CSS Shorthand Properties
A small arrow appears to the left of CSS shorthand properties such as margin: 0 or
background: #fff . When the arrow is clicked, the properties expand into the full equivalents.

Increment and Decrement CSS Property Values
Click any property with a unit such as px , em , or rem , then use the keyboard up and down
cursor keys to increase or decrease the value by one.
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Show CSS Changes
The Changes panel is shown by default in Firefox, and it can be accessed from the More tools
menu in Chrome’s DevTools. It provides a Git-like set of differences made to the styles since the
page was loaded.

This serves as a reminder to how something has changed, and it can be copied directly into
stylesheets as necessary.
At the time of writing, Firefox provides the most useful tool, since it highlights the modified CSS
properties. (Chrome shows a text difference, which can show the whole stylesheet on one line if
the code is minified.)

View and Modify Fonts
The Firefox Fonts pane shows which fonts have been used on the page and allows you to quickly
modify the size, weight, style and line height using sliders.
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Responsive Design View
Both Chrome and Firefox provide a responsive design view that allows you to emulate the user
agent, screen sizes, pixel ratios, rotation, network speed, and touch events of various devices.
The mode is accessed by clicking the phone/tablet icon in DevTools or Ctrl + Shift + M in
Firefox.

The DOM, CSS and Animations

Both browsers offer similar features, although Chrome also provides:
1

A pixel ruler.

2

A media query bar. This shows the defined breakpoints, and any can be clicked to change

the device to an appropriate screen size.
A number of popular device configurations are provided. Further hardware can be added by
clicking the device drop-down menu and selecting Edit… (or Edit List… in Firefox).
Further options can be accessed and toggled by clicking the three-dot menu icon in Chrome or
the cog icon in Firefox.

CSS Flexbox Inspector
Firefox’s Flexbox inspector can be activated by clicking the flex icon next to any element which
has display: flexbox set.
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This highlights the Flexbox children on the page and shows further information in the Flexbox
section of the Layout pane.

CSS Grid Inspector
Firefox’s Grid inspector is activated by clicking the grid icon next to any element which has
display: grid set.

The Grid section of the Layout pane shows a clickable representation of the grid.

The DOM, CSS and Animations

This can be configured to show the layout, line numbers, and names of grid items.
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CSS Shape Editor
Firefox’s Shape Path Editor helps create and edit shapes defined using the CSS clip-path and
shape-outside properties. To use it, locate one of those properties and click the icon to the left of
the value.
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The shape can now be edited by dragging any of the points in the main browser window to
directly change the CSS value.

CSS Animation Tips
The following tips illustrate ways to monitor and change CSS transformations and animations.

CSS Animation Inspector
Both Chrome and Firefox provide an Animations pane (activated from the More tools menu in
Chrome). The similar implementations listen for CSS animations then allow you to pause the
animation, move to a frame position, or play back the effect at different speeds.

Firefox’s tool shows which CSS properties are being changed as part of a single animation.

Adjust CSS Animation Timing Functions
Click the icon to the left of any timing function property to preview the current animation, choose
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an alternative timing option, or drag the handles to create a custom cubic-bezier function:

Preview CSS Transforms
Firefox indicates the effect of any CSS transform when the mouse cursor is placed over the
property value—such as scale(1.2) .

Source Files and Debugging

Source Files and
Debugging
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File Handling
The following tips describe how to open, edit, and save files.

Open a File
Use Ctrl|Cmd + O in the Chrome Sources panel or the Firefox Debugger panel to filter filenames
and open files. Ctrl|Cmd + G allows you to jump to a specific line number in Chrome or search
the code in Firefox.

Deminification
Minified source files can be expanded with the { } pretty print icon. (Chrome also prompts you
when it encounters minified source code.)

This may not restore comments, variable or function names, but it should be recognizable to
developers on the project.
The expanded source remains active between refreshes and during debugging.

Source Files and Debugging

Multi-cursor File Editing
Chrome allows JavaScript files to be edited. (Earlier, we looked at how to use the Overrides pane
to work on files locally so they can be retained between refreshes.)
The editor also permits multi-cursor editing, much like VS Code and Atom. Hold down the
Ctrl|Cmd key and click multiple locations to position the cursors, then edit accordingly.

Show JavaScript Changes
The Changes panel can be accessed from the More tools menu in Chrome’s DevTools. It
provides a Git-like set of differences made to the script since the page was loaded.

Save File Changes
To quickly save an edited JavaScript file, right-click the Sources code panel and choose Save as.

Save and Run JavaScript Snippets
The Snippets pane in Chrome’s Sources panel allows you to create code snippets. These can be
saved with Ctrl|Cmd + S then run by hitting the run icon (bottom right) or pressing Ctrl|Cmd +
Enter.
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Snippets are stored indefinitely and are available regardless of the domain or page being viewed.

Convert an Image to a Base64 Data URI
Converting a binary image data to a base64 data URI is now possible in Chrome without using
another tool. Locate an image in the Sources pane, open it, right-click, and select Copy image as
data URI.

The data is saved to the clipboard so it can be pasted directly into your editor.

Source Files and Debugging

Advanced Logging
The following tips can aid console message output.

Logpoints
Logpoints is a new feature available in Chrome 73 and is identical to the feature added to the VS
Code debugger. Rather than insert a console.log() in your code:
1

right-click the gutter at a suitable line in the Sources panel

2

select Add logpoint

3

enter an expression, such as myObject

The value of myObject is then output to the console the next time that logpoint is reached.

Evaluate Source Code in the Console
Highlight a block of code in the Chrome Sources panel, then press Ctrl|Cmd + Shift + E. The
code is copied to the Console and evaluated immediately.

JavaScript Debugging
The following tips will help you locate and destroy irritating JavaScript bugs.

Launch the Debugger from Code
Insert a debugger; statement into your JavaScript code to trigger the script debugger at that
point. This can be easier than setting breakpoints manually by locating the correct code and
clicking the line number.

Use the Debugger Icons
Learning how to use the debugger icons can revolutionize your development flow.
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The icons from left to right:
1

pause/resume execution to the next breakpoint

2

step over: execute the command but do not step into any function being called

3

step into: execute the command and step into any function being called

4

step out: having stepped into a function, execute the remaining lines and return to the

calling code
5

step: run line by line

6

deactivate all breakpoints

7

pause on exceptions and call the debugger

Watch Variables
Add a variable name or expression to the Watch pane in the Sources panel in Chrome or the
Debugger panel in Firefox to monitor values as they’re changed.

Source Files and Debugging

The refresh icon updates values that aren’t triggered by code, such as input field values.

Trigger Conditional Breakpoints
A conditional breakpoint is only triggered when a certain condition is true. Right-click any line,
choose Add conditional breakpoint, then add an expression—for example name === 'Bob' ,
loopValue > 10 , and so on.

Trigger Ajax Breakpoints
A breakpoint can be set to trigger whenever an Ajax XMLHttpRequest or Fetch request is
triggered. From the Sources panel in Chrome or the Debugger panel in Firefox, expand the righthand XHR/fetch Breakpoints pane and click the + icon.
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Enter a full or partial URL or hit Enter to break on all Ajax requests.

Debug Web and Service Workers
Web Workers and Service Workers are scripts that run in their own background thread. They’re
typically used for long-running processes and progressive web apps. The debugger can be
switched to a different worker thread by clicking its name in the Threads list in Chrome’s
Sources panel or Workers in Firefox’s Debugger panel.

Halt Infinite Loops
Infinite loops can be stopped in Chrome by pressing the pause/resume icon to halt execution,
then holding down that icon and selecting stop.

Blackbox Files
Files can be blackboxed so they never trigger debugging events or log console errors. This is
often useful when you want to avoid messages generated by third-party frameworks or scripts
you can’t control.
To enable blackboxing in Chrome, open Settings (F1) and select Blackboxing from the menu.
Check Blackbox content scripts, then add any URL patterns you require.

Source Files and Debugging

Blackboxing in Firefox is easier: hit the eye icon next to the { } pretty print icon or select Blackbox
Source from the right-click menu.

Blackbox Lines
If you’ve set the debugger to pause when an exception is raised, you can right-click any line that
normally raises an exception and click Never pause here. From then on, the debugger will no
longer be initiated by that line.

Smartphone Sophistication
The DevTools allow you to emulate or test on a real smartphone directly from your desktop.

Emulate Geolocation
The Sensors panel (available from the menu’s More tools option) allows Chrome to emulate a
smartphone’s geolocation device on a desktop PC. Several preset cities are available as well as
custom locations and geolocation errors.
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Emulate Orientation
The same Sensors panel allows Chrome to emulate the orientation of a smartphone in threedimensional space. Custom values or a preset can be entered. It’s also possible to set the
orientation by clicking and dragging the phone graphic to rotate around the x and y axes. Shift
and drag rotates around the z axis.

Remote Control a Real Android Smartphone
An Android device can be connected to Chrome running on a desktop so you can test
development URLs, remote control the device, and use the full power of DevTools for debugging.
To start, open the Remote devices panel from the More tools menu option and ensure Discover
USB devices is checked.
You can also set up port forwarding, which allows the device to access URLs hosted on your PC
or local network. The example below shows port 8888 being mapped to localhost:8888 on the
PC—meaning that the remote device can also access the system at localhost:8888 .

Source Files and Debugging

On the Android device, access the Developer options from Settings and enable USB debugging.
Now connect the device to your computer using an appropriate USB cable. You may be prompted
to confirm actions the first time this occurs. A new submenu will then appear showing the device
name.

You can now enter any URL to open a browser tab in Chrome on the remote device. Hit the
Inspect button to open a new DevTools window with all the standard debugging facilities.
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Scrolling or typing in the preview window remote controls the browser tab on the device.

Debug Node.js Applications
Chrome’s DevTools can also be used to debug locally running Node.js applications. To start,
launch your node code with the --inspect switch. For example:

node --inspect myapp.js

This starts a debugging host at the default address of localhost:9229 , which can only be
accessed from the same machine. To debug across a network or virtual machine, use the
following command to permit debugging from any local device:

node --inspect 0.0.0.0:9229 myapp.js

A green Node.js icon appears at the top left of the DevTools panel when Chrome detects an
active debugger.

Source Files and Debugging

Alternatively, enter chrome://inspect/ in the URL bar to access a panel, which allows you to
configure debugging targets.

Opening the DevTools for Node.js launches a new window with appropriate profiler and source
debugging panes.
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Conclusion
Over the course of this guide, we’ve exposed one hundred devtool secrets, but there are many
more to discover, and new features are added with every release. It’s difficult to choose favorites,
but I find these most useful on a day-to-day basis:
toggle CSS pseudo-class states
color contrast accessibility
Firefox’s Grid and Flexbox inspectors
logpoints
the (Lighthouse) Audit tab
remote debugging Android devices over USB
auto-starting DevTools shortcuts
A little knowledge of devtool basics can quickly solve coding problems and revolutionize your
development workflow.

